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Measurements of Time-Variable
Gravity Show Mass Loss in Antarctica
Isabella Velicogna1,2* and John Wahr1*
Using measurements of time-variable gravity from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
satellites, we determined mass variations of the Antarctic ice sheet during 2002–2005. We found
that the mass of the ice sheet decreased significantly, at a rate of 152 T 80 cubic kilometers of ice
per year, which is equivalent to 0.4 T 0.2 millimeters of global sea-level rise per year. Most of this
mass loss came from the West Antarctic Ice Sheet.
he Antarctic ice sheet is Earth_s largest
reservoir of fresh water. Accurate estimates of its mass variability, accompanied by realistic error bars, would greatly
reduce current uncertainties in projected sea-level
change, with obvious societal and economic impacts. There have been substantial improvements
in monitoring the ice sheet in the past few years
(1–3), although recent studies have provided
contrasting mass balance estimates (1, 3).
Antarctic mass variability is difficult to measure because of the ice sheet_s size and complexity. Previous estimates have used a variety
of techniques (1), each with intrinsic limitations
and uncertainties. A problem common to all
these techniques is the difficulty of monitoring
the entire ice sheet. Studies that rely on a single
method can provide estimates for only a portion
of the ice sheet, and even studies that synthesize results from several techniques suffer
from sparse data in critical regions.
The most recent Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) assessment estimated
that the Antarctic contribution to sea-level rise
during the past century was 0.2 T 0.3 mm/year
(2). The report predicted that the Antarctic ice
sheet will probably gain mass during the 21st
century because of increased precipitation in a
warming global climate. Recent radar altimeter
measurements (3) have shown an increase in
the overall thickness of the East Antarctic Ice
Sheet_s (EAIS_s) interior during 1992–2003.
However, the IPCC prediction does not consider possible dynamic changes in coastal regions,
and radar altimetry provides only sparse coverage of those areas (2). Detailed interferometric synthetic-aperture radar and airborne laser
altimeter surveys of glaciers along the edge of
the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) show
rapid increases in near-coastal discharge during
the past few years (4). The overall contribution
of the Antarctic ice sheet to global sea-level
change thus depends on the balance between

T

mass changes in the interior and those in
coastal areas (1). The gravitational survey of
Antarctica provided by the Gravity Recovery
and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellites
and discussed in this paper is a comprehensive
survey of the entire ice sheet and is thus able to
overcome the issue of limited sampling.
GRACE (5) provides monthly estimates of
Earth_s global gravity field at scales of a few
hundred kilometers and larger. Time variations
in the gravity field can be used to determine
changes in Earth_s mass distribution. GRACE
mass solutions have no vertical resolution,
however, and do not reveal whether a gravity
variation over Antarctica is caused by a change
in snow and ice on the surface, a change in
atmospheric mass above Antarctica, or postglacial rebound (PGR: the viscoelastic response
of the solid Earth to glacial unloading over the
past several thousand years). Users must
employ independent means to separate those
contributions.
We used GRACE gravity-field solutions for
34 months between April 2002 and August 2005

to estimate the mass change of the Antarctic ice
sheet. Each solution consists of spherical harmonic (Stokes) coefficients, Clm and Slm (5), up
to l,m e 120. Here, l and m are the degree and
order of the harmonic, and the horizontal scale
is ,20,000/l km. The GRACE C20 coefficients
show anomalously large variability, so we replace them with values derived from satellite
laser ranging (6). The Stokes coefficients can
be used to solve for monthly variations in
Earth_s surface mass distribution. The GRACE
fields provide high-latitude (above 60-) estimates of monthly mass changes to accuracies
of 10 mm in equivalent water thickness when
averaged over discs of radius 600 to 700 km
and larger (7–10).
We used the Stokes coefficients to estimate
monthly mass changes of the entire Antarctic ice
sheet and of EAIS and WAIS separately. We
defined an averaging function for each region
that minimizes the combined measurement error and signal leakage (11). GRACE does not
recover l 0 1 coefficients, so we removed l 0 1
terms from the averaging function.
Our averaging function for all Antarctica
(Fig. 1) includes, with about equal weighting,
both the ice sheet interior and the coastal
margins, although there is decreased sensitivity to the far end of the Antarctic Peninsula.
This uniform and complete sensitivity allows
us to use GRACE to obtain a comprehensive
average of all Antarctica. The averaging functions are less than 1.0 over most of their respective regions. Thus, they give results that
are biased low. To recover unbiased mass estimates for each region, we scaled the estimated mass signals to restore the original
amplitudes (12).
Fig. 1. The averaging
function used to estimate
the change in total Antarctic mass.
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Before interpreting the scaled results as ice
sheet change, we had to address the issues of
errors in the GRACE gravity fields and the
contamination from other geophysical sources of
gravity-field variability. To estimate the effects
of errors, we convolved our averaging functions
with uncertainty estimates for the GRACE
Stokes coefficients (13). We obtained 1s error
estimates that can be interpreted as 68.3%
confidence intervals.
There are two types of geophysical contamination: one caused by signals outside Antarctica
and the other from Antarctic signals unrelated to
snow and ice. Leakage from outside Antarctica
occurs because the averaging function extends
beyond the boundaries of Antarctica. The leakage is increased because our omission of l 0 1
terms causes the averaging function to have a
small-amplitude tail that extends around the
globe.
We considered two sources of external
leakage: continental hydrology outside Antarctica and ocean mass variability. The hydrologi-
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Fig. 3. Monthly ice mass
changes and their bestfitting linear trends for
WAIS (red) and EAIS (green)
for April 2002 to August
2005. The GRACE data have
been corrected for hydrology leakage and for PGR.
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Fig. 2. GRACE monthly
mass solutions for the
Antarctic ice sheet for
April 2002 to August
2005. Blue circles show
results after removing the
hydrology leakage. Red
crosses show results after
also removing the PGR
signal. The latter represent our best estimates
of the mass variability.
The error bars include
only the contributions
from uncertainties in
the GRACE gravity fields
and represent 68.3%
confidence intervals (13).
Also shown is the linear
trend that best fits the
red crosses.

cal contamination was estimated using monthly
global water storage fields from the Global Land
Data Assimilation System (14). The ocean contamination was estimated using a Jet Propulsion
Laboratory version of the Estimating the
Circulation and Climate of the Ocean general
circulation model (15). In both cases, we added
a uniform layer to the global ocean so that the
total land plus ocean mass was conserved at
every time step. We removed the predicted
hydrology leakage from the GRACE monthly
mass estimates to obtain the monthly Antarctic
mass estimates shown in Fig. 2. The predicted
oceanic leakage was negligible and so was not
removed.
The Antarctic mass change from GRACE
shows a trend superimposed on shorter period
variability (Fig. 2). We simultaneously fit a
trend and annually and semiannually varying
terms to the GRACE-minus-leakage results.
Interpreting the trend as being due entirely to
a change in ice, we inferred an ice volume increase of 39 T 14 km3/year (the trend obtained
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without removing the hydrology leakage is 51 T
14 km3/year). The uncertainty reflects the errors
in the GRACE gravity-field solutions and was
computed using the GRACE monthly error bars
(Fig. 2).
This ice mass estimate is contaminated by
variations in atmospheric mass and from PGR.
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) meteorological fields were
used to remove atmospheric effects from the raw
data before constructing gravity fields. But there
are errors in those fields. We estimated the
secular component of those errors by finding
monthly differences between meteorological
fields from ECMWF and from the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction, applying
the Antarctic averaging function to those differences and fitting a trend, and annually and
semiannually varying terms to the results. The
linear trend was small, equivalent to about 10
km3/year, and was interpreted as the uncertainty
due to atmospheric errors. We took the root
sum square (RSS) with the effects of GRACE
gravity-field errors, to obtain a new error estimate of T16 km3/year.
A PGR signal is indistinguishable from a
linear trend in ice mass. PGR effects are large
and must be independently modeled and
removed. There are two important sources of
error in PGR estimates: the ice history and
Earth_s viscosity profile. We estimated the PGR
contribution and its uncertainties using two ice
history models: ICE-5G (16) and IJ05 (17). IJ05
is available only for Antarctica, so we combined it with ICE-5G outside Antarctica. We
convolved these ice histories with viscoelastic
Green_s functions for an incompressible Earth
(18). We computed trends in the Stokes coefficients for all plausible combinations of twolayer viscosity profiles and convolved these trends
with the averaging function. ICE-5G trends are
consistently larger than the IJ05 trends. We estimated the range of possible PGR contributions
by defining our lower bound to be the minimum
IJ05 trend (over all viscosity profiles) and our
upper bound to be the maximum ICE-5G trend.
Our best estimate of PGR trend is the midpoint of
this range. This estimate translates to an apparent ice increase of 192 T 79 km3/year, where
the uncertainty corresponds to the bounds of
our PGR range.
We subtracted this PGR contribution from
the GRACE-minus-leakage ice mass estimates
(Fig. 2). The best-fitting linear trend, and our
final estimate of the decrease in total Antarctic
mass between the summers of 2002 and 2005,
is 152 T 80 km3/year. The uncertainty is the
RSS of the errors in the GRACE fit and in the
PGR contribution. This rate of ice loss corresponds to 0.4 T 0.2 mm/year of global sealevel rise.
The PGR contribution (192 T 79 km3/year)
is much larger than the uncorrected GRACE
trend (39 T 14 km3/year). A significant ice mass
trend does not appear until the PGR contribu-
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tion is removed. The implication is that when
averaged over all Antarctica, the gravity signals from PGR and from ice variability are
closely coincident (with opposing signs), and it
underscores the importance of obtaining a
meaningful PGR uncertainty. Our uncertainty
accommodates all plausible PGR contributions,
and removing even the smallest such contribution still implies a loss of ice mass.
We also determined results for WAIS and
EAIS separately (Fig. 3). We estimated the errors, the leakage, and the PGR contamination
of each signal, as described above for the entire
ice sheet. Both these ice sheets appear to have
lost mass at higher rates during 2002–2004 than
during 2004–2005; this is even more evident in
the total Antarctic results (Fig. 2).
By fitting a trend and annual and semiannual
terms to the WAIS and EAIS results, we find
that most of the Antarctic mass loss comes from
WAIS. After correcting for the hydrology
leakage and the PGR signal, we obtain a WAIS
mass loss of 148 T 21 km3/year. The EAIS mass
loss is 0 T 56 km3/year. Because of its relatively
large uncertainty, we are not able to determine
whether EAIS is in balance or not. The final
error bars for WAIS and EAIS, like those for
all Antarctica, are dominated by the PGR
uncertainty. The predicted PGR gravity signals
at individual points in WAIS are actually
somewhat larger than the PGR signals at EAIS
points. The overall EAIS mass error is larger
than that for WAIS simply because EAIS
covers an area almost three times larger, so
the EAIS averaging function is sensitive to the
PGR signal integrated over a much larger area.
For these individual ice sheets, but unlike for
all Antarctica, the PGR and ice mass signals do
not cancel one another. For EAIS, the un-

corrected GRACE trend is about equal to the
PGR signal, and so we find no significant trend
after removing PGR. For WAIS, the uncorrected
GRACE trend and the PGR signal have about
the same magnitudes but opposite signs, so the
WAIS trend becomes even larger after PGR is
removed.
The GRACE result for total Antarctic ice
mass change includes complete contributions
from such regions as the East Antarctic coastline
and the circular cap south of 82-S, which have
not been completely surveyed with other
techniques. The comprehensive nature of this
result arises because a gravity signal at the
altitude of GRACE is sensitive to mass variations averaged over a broad region of the
underlying surface, not just at the point directly
beneath the satellite. The main disadvantage of
GRACE is that it is more sensitive than other
techniques to PGR; in fact, our error estimates
are dominated by PGR uncertainties. As more
GRACE data become available, it will become
feasible to search for long-term changes in the
rate of mass loss. A change in the rate would not
be contaminated by PGR errors, because the
PGR rates will remain constant over the satellite_s lifetime.
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Some glaciers and ice streams periodically lurch forward with sufficient force to generate emissions
of elastic waves that are recorded on seismometers worldwide. Such glacial earthquakes on
Greenland show a strong seasonality as well as a doubling of their rate of occurrence over the past
5 years. These temporal patterns suggest a link to the hydrological cycle and are indicative of a
dynamic glacial response to changing climate conditions.
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of sliding is typically 30 to 60 s. All detected
events of this type are associated with mountain
glaciers in Alaska or with glaciers and ice
streams along the edges of the Antarctic and
Greenland ice sheets. The Greenland events are
most numerous, and we present new data indicating a strong seasonality and an increasing
frequency of occurrence for these events since
at least 2002.
For the period January 1993 to October 2005,
we have found 182 earthquakes on Greenland by
analysis of continuous records from globally
distributed seismic stations (5). None of these
earthquakes are reported in standard seismicity
catalogs. We have modeled seismograms for
136 of the best-recorded events to confirm their
glacial-sliding source mechanism and obtain
improved locations (Fig. 1) (6, 7). This analysis
yields an estimate of the twice–time-integrated
active force couple at the earthquake source, a
quantity that can be interpreted as the product
of sliding mass and sliding distance (2, 8). All
events have long-period seismic magnitudes in
the range 4.6 to 5.1, corresponding to a product
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